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The QX-20UA/FM-35 combination is a direct replacement for the original UA laser scanner and cue
decoder. It is mounted on the original standoffs and plugs directly into the existing headers.
You may select one of four different programs/configurations. These programs incorporate the operations
of our most widely used TA-10 custom configurations.
All of the UA laser scanner automation’s front panel manual switches and switched functions will
continue to operate in the usual way. The QX-20 performs cue decoding and provides a timed (7 second)
start sequence and a timed (7 second) end of show sequence.
The start function is initiated by the UA automation by connecting a 2-conductor cable to the terminals
that power the run indicator light. If the RUN light is powered, the board will accept cues and perform
timed functions. If the light is NOT powered, the QX-20 will not function in any way. This ensures that
the automation and the QX-20 will always be in the same mode.
To enable the interlock function, an additional pair of wires must be connected to the bottom of the
original UA power relay board. This connects to an unused contact set on the INTERLOCK relay. There
are directions for connecting this feature on Page 4.
If the UA automation is started in interlock mode, the show run program will wait for a cue before
performing the open show functions. The house to MID cue serves this dual function. If you are in
interlock mode, this cue will begin the open show sequence. After the show is running it will revert to
being a single function cue.
The FM-35 motion function is enabled after four seconds. There are two box links provided to bypass
either the motion or presence function. Link ON = Function enabled.
In the Regal programs, Event 4 sends the masking to FLAT for the digital show. The FLAT turret is
wired through the NC contacts of the USER1 relay and is disconnected from the FLAT format relay
during this change. Cue 6 pulses User1 and the second contact set may be used for an independent
purpose.
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You must be sure that the contacts below
are isolated dry switched contacts. If not,
the board will be damaged.
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It may be easier to replace the front
panel interlock switch with a DPST
switch. Use one contact set for the
original wiring and the second set to
enable the interlock.
The replacement switch is
manufactured by Carling, the part
number is #61115919-0-0-N.
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When the format flat function is pulsed it performs two functions; the flat turret and the flat masking. If
the USER1 relay and the format flat relay pulse simultaneously the format flat function does not include
the turret. Programs 2,3 and 4 are designed to utilize this feature.
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